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The 2-inch receiver hitch can easily 

handle 2,000 pounds of trailered 

equipment and materials. Hydrostatic 

drive models feature dynamic braking, 

and simple direction changes make 

3-point turns effortless. And if there’s 

no road, or limited access, a utility 

vehicle works perfectly.

If you want to do the work from 

the comfort of your cab, Bobcat 

utility vehicles are made for it. Add 

integrated attachments, such as 

the optional snow blade or rear-

mounted sprayer. And if you really 

need attachment options, the 3650 

can use heavy-duty, PTO-powered 

attachments for mowing as well as, 

clearing snow and debris, or standard 

attachments for moving dirt and 

palleted materials.

Compare the capacities of a 

Bobcat® utility vehicle to a pickup 

truck. A utility vehicle can carry 

up to 1,250 pounds; that’s nearly 

as much as a pickup. Not only 

that, you will spend less on 

insurance. Plus, both licensed 

and unlicensed drivers can use 

the vehicle. 

For a fraction of the price of 

a pickup, you can transport 

passengers between jobs quickly. 

Every Bobcat utility vehicle can 

carry you and a companion. 

Some models allow up to five 

passengers. And because it’s more 

of a dedicated work vehicle, it’s not 

as likely to get cluttered up with 

personal items.

There’s seldom anything “light” about light-duty work. When you think about what you need to get more 
work done in a day, it usually comes down to carrying more, increasing strength and moving faster. 
Bobcat utility vehicles are made to deliver on all fronts.WHY BOBCAT UTILITY VEHICLES?
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INDIVIDUAL 
TIRES & RIMS

Turf Tire
In the park or on the farm, this turf tire 
provides rider comfort with maximum 
performance. Turf tires are great for 
landscaping applications with little 
damage to the ground you are 
working on.
(Rim sold separately)
Part No. 6989065 - Front
Part No. 6989066 - Rear
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Hard Surface Tire
The tire construction provides 
durability and versatility. This tread 
pattern enhances ride comfort for 
a smooth and quiet ride on hard 
surfaces and paths. 
(Rim sold separately)
Part No. 7027144 - Front
Part No. 7027145 - Rear
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

All Purpose Tire
General purpose tire is installed on all 
factory vehicles. 
(Rim sold separately)
Part No. 7027654 - Front
Part No. 7027655 - Rear
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Mud Tire
Keep moving in soft and wet soil 
conditions with Bobcat mud tires. This 
tire provides good fl oat, aggressive 
and wide tread, and increased 
durability. 
(Rim sold separately)
Part No. 7027146 - Front
Part No. 7027147 - Rear
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Black Powder Coated Rim
The sleek look of black wheels made with durable 
steel base and black powder coat. For use with any 
tire. Mounts on front/rear axle, left or right.
Part No. 7028397 - Rear
Part No. 7028398 - Front
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Whether you’re hitting the trail or hauling a load, Bobcat offers a selection of tire styles to 
fi t the different applications of your Bobcat utility vehicle.

Orange Powder Coated Rim
Factory standard orange wheels made with durable 
steel base and orange powder coat. For use with 
any tire. Mounts on front/rear axle, left or right.
Part No. 7023517 - Rear
Part No. 7027785 - Front
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

RIMSRIMS

TIRESTIRES



GETTING  THINGS
Get used to

DONE.

They’re the only utility vehicles 
fit to wear the legendary 
Bobcat brand. And unlike 
many other vehicles on 
the market, they’re built for 
work. Whether you prefer 
gas or diesel, continuously 
variable transmission (CVT) 

or hydrostatic drive, Bobcat 
makes the utility vehicle 
that’s right for your job. Pick 
yours and get fast-moving 
transportation, heavy-hauling 
ease-of-use and a host of other 
features tailored for operators 
that do tough jobs.

30-MPH TOP SPEED

HAULING 
& TOWING
For HEAVY-DUTY

If you’re hauling and towing heavy 
loads, you can’t beat the ease-of-use of 
our durable hydrostatic drive. Dynamic 
braking slows the vehicle when you 
release pressure on the travel pedal to 
easily control speed under load. Direction 
control is simplified as well. Just push 
your toe or heel on the travel control 
pedal to change direction. No shifting 
from forward to reverse and back! 
Hydrostatic-drive models also have 
heated, air-conditioned cabs that give you 
the best protection from the elements.

EASY-TO-CHANGE 
ATTACHMENTS
Use a VARIETY OF



Canvas Roof
Easy to install durable canvas roof 
adds comfort and durability for 
the operator. Heavy duty canvas 
constructed with 23 oz. fl exible 
polyester material that is UV 
coated and mold resistant. 
Part No. 7227920 
3400, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7259496 
3400XL

MODULAR 
CAB ENCLOSURES

Your cab is where you conduct the day’s work. 
Remove or reinstall the doors and windows in 
minutes to easily customize the fl ow of fresh
 air to match the job you’re doing or to work 
in any season

Deluxe Lined Sport Roof
Minimize operating noise and 
enhance rider comfort with this 
premium roof. Insulated with a 
durable and washable liner for added 
enjoyment. 
Part No. 7227936 
3400, 3600, 3650

Sport Roof
Great value, durable and lightweight, 
this roof provides overhead 
protection from sun & elements. 
It fully integrates with other cab 
components. Easily installs with 
very few tools. 
Part No. 7227927 
3400, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7259493 
3400XL

Steel Roof
Strongest roof made of 12 gauge 
steel. Made for optimal durability 
and protection. Black powder coat 
for corrosion and scratch resistance. 
Easy bolt-on installation.
Part No. 7227953 
3400, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7259490 
3400XL

ROOFSROOFS



C. Canvas Roof
Easy to install durable canvas roof adds comfort 
and durability for the operator. Heavy duty 
canvas constructed with 23 oz. fl exible polyester 
material that is UV coated and mold resistant. 
Part No. 7259496 
3400XL

Premium Door Kit
Create a sealed cab with these easy 
to install doors. Made from durable 
molded plastics. They come with pivoting 
glass windows on both passenger and 
driver’s side that have excellent abrasion 
resistance and ventilation. Kit includes two 
doors.
Part No. 7227960 - Front
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7259499 - Rear
3400XL

E. Poly Windshield
Durable polycarbonate windshield provides 
ultimate strength and protection for the driver 
along with great visibility. System utilizes the 
integrated accessory mounting system. 
Part No. 7227932
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7227930 - Hard Coat
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

C. Canvas Roof
Easy to install durable canvas roof adds comfort 

3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7259499 - Rear
3400XL

E. Poly Windshield
Durable polycarbonate windshield provides 
ultimate strength and protection for the driver 
along with great visibility. System utilizes the 
integrated accessory mounting system. 
Part No. 7227932
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7227930 - Hard Coat7227930 - Hard Coat
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7227930 - Hard Coat
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

F. Canvas Door Kit
Lightweight and reliable canvas doors 
install easily and provide protection, 
comfort and outstanding value. Door has 
full size heavy duty vinyl window. Heavy 
duty canvas constructed with 23 oz. fl exible 
polyester material that is UV coated and 
mold resistant. Kit includes two doors.
Part No. 7227915 - Front
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7259502 - Rear
3400XL

D. Premium Front Brush Guard
Corrosion-resistant powder coated, heavy gauge 
steel guard offers great protection to the front end 
of the vehicle, helping to protect against debris, 
brush and branches. Includes brush guard 
assembly and hardware.
Part No. 7219854
3400, 3400XL, 3600

E
C F

D

DOORSDOORS

A

B

A. Half Door Kit
Black powder-coated doors feature strong, 
durable steel construction. Plus, they have 
steel tube frames to withstand all the rigors 
of aggressive off-road riding. Half Doors 
install easily and securely. Kit includes two 
doors.
Part No. 7259514 - Front
3400, 3600, 3650

B. Half Poly Windshield
Durable, poly half windshield provides 
riders with an outstanding mix of protection 
and airfl ow for an open-cab feel. System 
utilizes the integrated accessory mounting 
system. 
Part No. 7259517
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650



B. Windshield Wiper & Washer
Get a clear view of your travel path during 
inclement weather.  Compatible for fi xed or 
tip-out windshield styles. Two speed wipers with 
washer.
Part No. 7246232
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

C. Side View Mirror Kit
Increase visibility with side mirrors. Kit includes 
two external mirrors & mounting hardware. Side 
mirrors mount to cab frame.
Part No. 7204856
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

A. Tip-Out Glass Windshield
Laminated safety glass is top hinged with hand 
operated latch that opens windshield to two 
positions, providing optimal airfl ow and access. 
Hardware included. Compatible with wiper kit 
P/N 7246232. (sold separately)
Part No. 7227955
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Glass Windshield
Extremely strong and durable laminated glass provides the 
most reliable protection. Installs quickly and easily for a 
sealed fi t and integration into the cab frame. System utilizes 
the integrated accessory mounting system. 
Part No. 7227963
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Glass Bolt-On Windshield
Provides strong and reliable protection in all riding 
conditions. Laminated safety glass is compatible with wiper 
kit P/N 7246232. (sold separately)
Part No. 7227944
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

A
B

D

C

D. Integrated 4500 lb. Winch
The Warn® winch has 4,500-lb. rated pull to 
handle a variety of tasks. Integrated into the 
machine this kit includes winch, mounting 
bracket, harness and two controllers, dash 
mounted and hand held.
Part No. 7226023
3400, 3400XL, 3600

WINDSHIELDSWINDSHIELDS

ALL-DAY COMFORT FOR A FULL 
DAY’S WORK



Glass Sliding Rear Panel
Added comfort and protection is available 
with this premium rear panel. Made of durable 
tempered glass with latching sliding windows for 
ventilation and rider comfort. System utilizes the 
integrated accessory mounting system.
Part No. 7227940
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Glass Rear Panel
This tempered glass rear panel is durable with 
high scratch resistance for optimal visibility. The 
panel installs easily for a great fi t and protection. 
System utilizes the integrated accessory 
mounting system. 
Part No. 7227938
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Canvas Rear Panel
Complete the canvas cab enclosure with the 
durable polyester rear panel. Heavy duty 
canvas constructed with 23 oz. fl exible polyester 
material that is UV coated and mold resistant for 
protection from the sun and elements. Designed 
for easy installation.
Part No. 7227917
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

C

REAR PANELSREAR PANELS

A

D

B

A. Work Lights
Illuminate your area with front and rear 
work lights. Lights can be mounted 
to cab frame, poly roof, or steel roof. 
Front and rear require front power 
leads P/N 7229408 or 7260989 and 
7260991 for gas. 
Part No. 7204859 - Front (2)
Part No. 7261327 - Rear (2)
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

C. Black Gun Boot
Removable, shock absorbing foam 
and nylon liner for interior protection. 
Outer case features ergonomic 
handle and sling attachment points. 
Accommodates left and right hand 
bolt action rifl es and shotguns.
Part No. 6988959 - Black
Part No. 6988960 - Camoufl age
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

B. Poly Rear Panel
Optical grade polycarbonate rear 
panel installs easily with added 
protection from the elements. 
Durable material offers optimal 
strength and visibility. System utilizes 
integrated accessory mounting 
system. 
Part No. 7227942
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

D. Box Extension/Divider
Expand box length, and divide space 
for added capacity, with this versatile 
box extension. System utilizes the 
integrated accessory mounting 
system. Kit includes accessory 
anchors. 
Part No. 7228798
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650



Travel Control Pedal Plate
Allow for ease when changing direction from 
forward to reverse, while supporting your foot, 
for a smooth ride with the travel control pedal. 
Attaches to existing pedal.
Part No. 7230442
3600, 3650

Bobcat utility vehicles are packed with automotive-style comforts and 
amenities. All accessories and options are integrated into the machine, 
so your interior always looks clean and sleek.

ELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIES

Horn Kit
Adding a horn can be a great addition to help 
alert others around you.  Includes horn and dash 
mounted button. Requires front power leads P/N 
7229408 or 7260989 and 7260991 for gas.
Part No. 7228093
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Back-up Alarm Kit
Whether required by the job site or added as 
an additional warning to bystanders, a back-up 
alarm alerts others to your backing vehicle.
Part No. 7222651 - 3600, 3650
Part No. 7265295 - 3400, 3400XL

Terminal Block
Designed for model year 2015 3400 and 3400XL 
machines with manual box lift to provide an mid 
chassis electrical power source, for rear mounted 
accessories. Comes standard on model year 
2015 3600 and 3650. Requires front power leads.
Part No. 7260991 (gas only)
3400, 3400XL

Skid Plate
Protect the underside of your vehicle with this 
HMW Skid Plate. HMW (high-molecular weight) 
polyethylene is strong, durable, and has a low 
coeffi cient of friction so it will slide across the 
tops of rocks and obstacles better to keep you 
rolling. This 1/4” thick Skid Plate installs easily 
and protects the bottom of your vehicle.The 
black HMW polyethylene material is molded to 
fi t the contours of the underside and act like a 
protective shell.
Part No. 7265426
3400, 3600, 3650

CUSTOMIZE & 
ACCESSORIZE

LED Light Bar
Illuminate your work area with high power 
LED lights. Bar can be mounted to cab frame. 
Compatible with all cab options. Require front 
power leads P/N 7229408 or 7260989 and 
7260991 for gas. 
Part No. 7257391
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

ELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIES

Front Power Leads
Required for some electrical accessories 
Includes wiring harness and mounting hardware 
Adds accessory power to front terminal block.
Part No. 7229408
3400, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7260989
3400XL

Grab Handle
Make entering and exiting easier by adding an 
additional grab handle. Easy and adjustable hook 
and loop installation.  
Part No. 7194742
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650



ELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIESELECTRICAL & COMFORT ACCESSORIES

Rearview Mirror
Add a rear view mirror to assist in the safe 
operation of your vehicle.  Kit includes internal 
rear view mirror and mounting hardware.  
Mirror mounts to cab frame.
Part No. 6817260
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

A. Radio Kit
The Bobcat Heavy Duty AM/FM radio kit is the 
perfect way to add entertainment to your utility 
vehicle. Requires front power leads P/N 7229408 
or 7260989. For complete kit order all part 
numbers listed below. 
Part No. 7028567 - includes waterproof radio, 
speakers, and antenna
Part No. 7223350 - includes wiring harness, 
brackets, and mounting hardware
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

C. Variable Speed Limit Kit
Bobcat UTV can have speed set to different top speed, 
depending on users demands.  40MPH kits include side nets. 
25 MPH kits, side nets sold separately.
Part No. 7261167 - 40 MPH GAS 3400 
Part No. 7261165 - 40 MPH GAS 3400XL
Part No. 7267348 - 40 MPH DIESEL 3400
Part No. 7267349 - 40 MPH DIESEL 3400XL
Part No. 7230585 - 25 MPH 3600, 3650
Part No. 7261169 - 25 MPH GAS 3400, 3400XL
Part No. 7261171 - 25 MPH DIESEL 3400, 3400XL

B. Turn Signal Kit
Alert other drivers of your direction changes 
with this turn signal kit. Kit includes all wiring. 
Part No. 7261845
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

C

AB

Heated Seat Kit
Kit includes two heated panels for added rider 
comfort in cold weather conditions. Includes all 
wiring for installation to seats. Requires front 
power leads P/N 7229408 or 7260989 and 
7260991 for gas.
Part No. 7228091
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Heater Kit
Keep your enclosed cab warm.  Kit includes 
heater box with fl oor discharge, coolant hoses, 
electric controls, and a three speed blower fan.
Requires front power leads P/N 7229408 or 
7260989.
Part No. 7261069
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Block Heater Kit
Improve cold starts and start up lubrication of 
your diesel engine by adding a block heater.
Part No. 7259511 (Diesel Only)
3400, 3400XL

Battery Blanket 
Boost battery power up to 75%. 120 Volt AC 
operation, blanket style heater warms battery 
core to 60° - 70° above the ambient temperature 
for quick starts.
Part No. 7172026 (Diesel Only)
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Battery Blanket 

Make it more productive:
INTEGRATED ACCESSORY 
SYSTEM 
Add a variety of optional, easy-to- 
secure accessories: a sealed, lockable 
tool box; tool holder; cargo box divider 
and other job-matched add-ons like the 
chainsaw rack.

A C C E S S O R I E S

A wide variety of options lets you customize your 
Bobcat utility vehicle for the jobs you do – 

or tailor it to your personal style.

RE A R WINDOW GUA RD

PREMIUM BRUSH GUA RD

INTEGR ATED WINCH

FRONT RECEIVER HITCHBOX E X TENDER DIV IDER

TOOLBOX CH AINSAW R ACK

PERFECT
FOR YOU.PERFECT

It’s notIt’s notIt’s notIt’s not until it’suntil it’s

GUN BOOT & SCA BBA RD

Customize your traction:
BOBCAT TIRES
Adapt traction to terrain by 
picking mud, hard surface 
or turf tires.  

Add protection, 
productivity and style:
BOBCAT OPTIONS 
AND ACCESSORIES
n   Brush/Radiator Guard
n   Powered Cargo Box Lift
n   Black Rims
n   Strobe Lights, Turn Signals, Work 

Lights, Backup Alarms and more

Challenge the elements:
CABS AND SNOW BLADES
Face extreme weather with a dealer-
installed cab.* Or install a user-friendly, 
self-contained snow blade.

* Heat and air conditioning available with the 3600 and 3650 cab.

Side Net Kits
Side door nets for 25MPH speed limit kits.
Part No. 7265900 3400, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7265901 3400XL

Cab Insulation Kit
Helps eliminate road noise, and creates an 
additional seal for the cab. Provides operator 
comfort in adverse weather conditions. Same 
insulation kit included on the factory cab.
Part No. 7226521
3400, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7265236
3400XL



Gun Boot
Removable, shock absorbing foam and 
nylon liner for interior protection. Outer 
case features ergonomic handle and 
sling attachment points. Accommodates 
left and right hand bolt action rifl es and 
shotguns.
Part No. 6988959 - Black
Part No. 6988960 - Camoufl age
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Dual Gun Scabbard Mount
Transport fi rearms when you add this 
accessory to your cargo box. Holds two gun 
boots (not included). System utilizes the 
integrated accessory mounting system. Kit 
includes accessory anchors.
Part No. 7195887
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Anchor Kit
Additional integrated accessory 
mounting anchors available for your 
cargo box accessories.  Kit includes 
two anchors.
Part No. 7198443
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Integrated 4500 lb. Winch
The Warn® winch has 4,500-lb. rated pull to 
handle a variety of tasks. Integrated into the 
machine this kit includes winch, mounting 
bracket, harness and two controllers, dash 
mounted and hand held. Requires front power 
leads P/N 7229408 or 7260989.
Part No. 7226023
3400, 3400XL, 3600

Multi Mount 4500 lb.  Winch
The Warn® winch has 4,500-lb. rated pull to 
handle a variety of tasks. Multi mount option 
mounts to the rear integrated receiver hitch and 
optional front receiver hitch. Kit includes winch, 
mounting bracket, harness and two controllers, 
dash mounted and hand held. Requires front 
power leads P/N 7229408 or 7260989. If 
mounting to front of vehicle, front receiver hitch 
P/N 7219862 is required.
Part No. 7226025
3400, 3600
3650 (rear mount only)

Front Receiver Hitch
Add versatility to your 3600 with this front 
mounted hitch. Uses any standard two inch draw 
bar and integrated multi mount winch. 
Part No. 7219862
3400, 3400XL, 3600

Chain Saw Mount
Transport your chain saw by adding 
a chain saw mount to the cargo box.  
System utilizes integrated accessory 
mounting system on the cargo box.  
Kit includes accessory anchor.
Part No. 7228078
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Standard Rear Brush Guard
Corrosion-resistant steel guard offers added 
protection to the rear end of the vehicle, helping 
to protect against debris, brush and branches. 
Includes brush guard assembly and hardware.
Part No. 7266011
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

3650 (rear mount only)

Snow Plow Kit 
72 inch tapered blade is designed to effectively push loads 
of snow off to the side.  Attach or remove blade in seconds.  
Raise and lower the blade using integrated winch.  Manual, 
fi ve position blade angle adjustment. (20”H to 15”H taper)
Kit includes:  72” County blade, plow frame and mount.  
Requires Integrated 4500 lb. Winch P/N 7226023 (sold 
separately).
Part No. 7233193
3400, 3400XL, 3600

INTEGRATED & PROTECTIONINTEGRATED & PROTECTION



Cargo Box Divider
Keep your cargo separated by adding a divider 
to your cargo box.  System utilizes Integrated 
Accessory Mounting system on the Cargo Box.  
Kit includes accessory anchors. 
Part No. 7196051

A. Rear Window Guard
Versatile design with the ability to hold a variety 
of hand tools. Durable metal mesh construction 
for airfl ow in the cab. System utilizes the 
integrated accessory mounting system. Kit 
includes accessory anchors. 
Part No. 7227934
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

Tool Box
Create additional storage in the cargo box with 
this durable and sealed tool box. Cargo box will 
accommodate up to 4 tool boxes. System utilizes 
integrated accessory mounting system on the 
cargo box.  Kit includes accessory anchors.
Dimensions: 29.6”l x 17.8”w x 17.4”h
Part No. 7236106
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

A B

C

B. Strobe Light Kit
Be seen in high traffi c areas and reduced visibility 
weather conditions. Mounting bracket attaches 
to the roof of the cab. Strobe attaches with 
magnetic base to the bracket. Includes wiring kit 
and on/off switch. Gas unit requires Mid Chassis 
Terminal Block P/N 7260991.
Part No. 7261325
3400, 3400XL, 3600, 3650

C. Electric Box Lift Kit
Add Power Lift Assist to your cargo box to easily 
dump cargo from you cargo box. Replaces lift 
assist shock. Kit includes actuator and switch. 
Part No. 7227912
3600
Part No. 7259508
3400, 3400XL

Tool Box
Create additional storage in the cargo box with 

A wide variety of options let you customize 
your Bobcat utility vehicle for the jobs you 

do or the personal lifestyle you live.

Standard  Nerf Bar
Nerf bars provide additional protection for 
the sides of your vehicle. Made from durable, 
stamped plate steel and powder coated. Comes 
with an integrated boot scraper. Bolts to frame.
Part No. 7227949
3400, 3600, 3650
Part No. 7259505
3400XL

Standard  Nerf Bar

INTEGRATED & PROTECTIONINTEGRATED & PROTECTION



Get used to

DONE.

They’re the only utility vehicles 
fit to wear the legendary 
Bobcat brand. And unlike 
many other vehicles on 
the market, they’re built for 
work. Whether you prefer 
gas or diesel, continuously 
variable transmission (CVT) 

or hydrostatic drive, Bobcat 
makes the utility vehicle 
that’s right for your job. Pick 
yours and get fast-moving 
transportation, heavy-hauling 
ease-of-use and a host of other 
features tailored for operators 
that do tough jobs.

BOBCAT 3650BOBCAT 3650BOBCAT

ATTACHMENT 
VERSATILITY
For M A X I M U M

BOBCAT 3650BOBCAT 3650BOBCAT
The 3650 has all of the features you’ll 
find in the 3600, with one significant 
difference. Its exclusive Multi-
Attachment X-Change™ (M.A.X.) system 
accepts an array of different front 
mounted, PTO-driven attachments, 
like the snowblower, mower and angle 
broom. That’s in addition to non-PTO 
attachments, such as the snow blade, 
pallet fork and bucket. Every Bobcat 
utility vehicle model can use optional, 
integrated attachments like the snow 
blade or rear-mounted sprayer. 

CARGO BOXCARGO BOX
CAPACITYCAPACITY

VEHICLEVEHICLE
CAPACITYCAPACITY

TOWINGTOWING
C A PA C I T YC A PA C I T Y

2-FOOT LIFT HEIGHT 2-FOOT LIFT HEIGHT 
500-POUND LIFT CAPACITY500-POUND LIFT CAPACITY

1
1
2,000,000,

30-MPH TOP SPEED

The CVT 3400 utility vehicles are totally 
redesigned to deliver even more work-
focused performance. Industry-leading 
capacities and a rugged, comfortable 
suspension outwork comparable 
vehicles every time. The gas-powered 
model also has more horsepower and a 
higher top-speed than its predecessor. 
You’ll boost performance and save time 
moving from one job to the next.

SIMPLICITY
For get-in-and-go

40-MPH TOP SPEED

(depending on model)

*

Debris Screen Kit
Protect the radiator from grass clippings and 
other debris with this durable screen. Attaches to 
the front grill and used when operating the front 
mount mower and angle broom.
(Not Shown)
Part No. 7213588
3650

Tilt Cylinder Stow Kit
Hold the tilt cylinder securely when the 3650 
M.A.X.™ system is disconnected.
(Not Shown)
Part No. 7214976
3650

Auxiliary Valve Port Relief
Protect your attachment with the cylinder port 
relief. Used with the angle blade and broom to 
protect the attachment if you hit an object with 
the side allowing cylinder to go over relief.
* Recommended to order 2 port reliefs
(Not Shown)
Part No. 7225134
3650
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The hydrostatic-drive Bobcat® 3650, with its front-mounted, PTO-

driven attachment capability, gives you a fast and powerful option for 

mowing, sweeping, clearing snow and much more. Step inside an air-

conditioned or heated cab and comfortably do tough jobs all year.

Roll With The Seasons
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NOTE - Where applicable, dimensions are in accordance with Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and ISO standards. Spec-
ifications and design are subject to change without notice. Pictures of Bobcat units may show other than standard equipment. 
All dimensions are given for vehicle equipped with standard tires. All dimensions are shown in inches.  Respective metric 
dimensions are enclosed by parentheses. Bobcat Company complies with the requirements of ISO 9001 as registered with BSI.
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The hydrostatic-drive Bobcat

driven attachment capability,

mowing, sweeping, clearing snow and much more. Step inside an air-

conditioned or heated cab and comfortably do tough jobs all year.
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